The extension of quantum trajectory theory to incorporate realistic imperfections in the measurement of solid-state qubits is important for quantum computation, particularly for the purposes of state preparation and error-correction as well as for readout of computations. Previously this has been achieved for low-frequency (dc) weak measurements. In this paper we extend realistic quantum trajectory theory to include radio frequency (rf) weak measurements where a low-transparency quantum point contact (QPC), coupled to a charge qubit, is used to damp a classical oscillator circuit. The resulting realistic quantum trajectory equation must be solved numerically. We present an analytical result for the limit of large dissipation within the oscillator (relative to the QPC), where the oscillator slaves to the qubit. The rf+dc mode of operation is considered. Here the QPC is biased (dc) as well as subjected to a small-amplitude sinusoidal carrier signal (rf). The rf+dc QPC is shown to be a low-efficiency charge qubit detector, that may nevertheless be higher than the dc-QPC (which is subject to 1/f noise).
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid-state proposals for building scalable quantum information processors 1,2,3,4,5 seem promising. In any quantum information processor, the quantum bits (qubits) of information need to be read out, as well as controlled (via measurement-based feedback, for example). Quantum trajectory theory 6, 7, 8 has been used to describe single realizations of the continuous-intime weak quantum measurement of electronic charge qubits 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 conditioned by the electrical output of a mesoscopic measurement device such as a quantum point contact (QPC) or single-electron transistor (SET). Very recently, quantum trajectory theory has been applied to circuit QED. 20 In these works the qubit evolution was conditioned on idealized measurement results (such as electron tunnelling) at the scale of the mesoscopic detector. That is, the observer's state of knowledge about the qubit state is updated based on these idealized measurement results. Two of us recently extended such work to condition the qubit state on a macroscopic signal that is realistically available to an observer in a dc-QPC measurement. 21 In particular, this extension considered the noisy, filtering characteristic of an external circuit, including an amplifier. The result is a corrupted version of the idealized measurement results upon which the qubit evolution can be conditioned. This extension is known as "realistic quantum trajectory" theory and was pioneered for photodetection in quantum optics, 22, 23 where it was applied to an avalanche photodiode and a photoreceiver.
In traditional dc charge-qubit measurement techniques, low frequency noise ("1/f noise" 24, 25 ) limits the detector sensitivity. 26 To circumvent this, Schoelkopf et al. 26 introduced the so-called radio-frequency singleelectron transistor (rf-SET). For the original configuration, the rf-SET demonstrated constant gain from dc to 100MHz -an improvement on the conventional SET bandwidth by two orders of magnitude. 26 The idea is to measure the damping of a resonant (oscillator) circuit in which the SET is embedded. In the context of charge-qubit detection, 27 the damping depends on the qubit state, via the SET. Thus, monitoring the damping of the oscillator constitutes a continuous-in-time measurement of the charge qubit. This concept can be applied to any charge-sensitive detector, in particular to the QPC, for example.
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In this paper we derive an evolution equation for the conditional state of a charge qubit monitored continuously in time by a detector operated in the rf configuration. To the best of our knowledge, an equation of this type has not previously been derived. We also consider conditioning the qubit state on measurement results available to a realistic observer, within the framework of realistic quantum trajectory theory. 21, 22, 23, 29 In this approach, the bare charge-qubit detector (QPC in our case) is embedded in a realistic circuit, and an equation is derived that describes the evolution of the combined circuit-plus-qubit state conditioned on measurement results available to a realistic observer.
Being able to determine the state of a quantum system conditioned on actual measurement results is expected to be vitally important for quantum computation, particularly for state preparation and quantum error correction. 30, 31, 32, 33 More broadly, it is also essential for understanding and designing optimal feedback control. 10, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 To simplify our analysis, we make a number of approximations. First, we use the low-transparency QPC as the charge-sensitive detector embedded in the rf circuit, instead of the SET. Second, we make a rotating wave approximation (RWA) to remove the 1/f noise from our equations (as the rf configuration removes it in the experiment). In order to do this, we assume the QPC to be operating in the weakly-responding (diffusive) limit. 9, 10, 12 In this limit, the QPC shot noise appears as white noise, which is modeled as a Gaussian-distributed stochastic process (having a diffusive appearance). Third, we assume that the rf-QPC is operated in the rf+dc mode introduced in the context of a SET in Ref. 44 . This is where the QPC is subjected to a small amplitude sinusoidal oscillation (rf) superposed on a relatively large bias (dc). We find that the rf+dc QPC is a highly inefficient charge-qubit detector. However, this may be higher than the measurement efficiency of the dc-QPC, which in practice is not only limited by 1/f noise, but is also further degraded the longer the measurement has to continue.
The paper is organized as follows. The qubit and QPC are discussed in Sec. II. The classical circuit is discussed and analyzed in Sec. III, including the presentation of stochastic differential equations describing the state of the oscillator circuit. The stochastic master equation for the qubit state conditioned on the bare detector output is presented in Sec. IV. The realistic quantum trajectory derivation then proceeds in an analogous manner to Ref. 21 , where the circuit state was described by one parameter -the charge on a capacitor. In general the oscillator circuit needs two parameters to describe its state, thus hinting at a complication in deriving the realistic equations for the rf configuration.
However, because the QPC only damps the oscillator circuit (and doesn't induce a phase-shift in the reflected signal), all of the qubit information is contained in the amplitude (damping) of the reflected signal. Therefore we can proceed with the realistic quantum trajectory derivation using a single parameter to describe the state of the classical circuit. As always, numerical calculations must be performed to obtain the realistic quantum trajectories. However, in Sec. VI we present analytical results for the heavily damped limit where the circuit is slaved to the qubit (adiabatic elimination of the circuit). The paper is concluded in Sec. VII.
II. QUBIT AND QPC
The measured quantum system we consider is the double-quantum-dot (DQD) charge qubit. 45, 46 A schematic of the isolated DQD 46 and capacitively coupled QPC is shown in Fig. 1 . We consider the lowtransparency QPC, and represent it as a tunnel barrier between source and drain leads (reservoirs) with respective Fermi levels µ S and µ D . The QPC voltage bias is eV d = µ S − µ D , where e > 0 is the quantum of electronic charge. 62 The DQDs are occupied by a single excess electron, the location of which determines the charge state of the qubit. The charge basis states are denoted |0 and |1 (see Fig. 1 ). We assume that each quantum dot has only one single-electron energy level available for occupation by the qubit electron, denoted by E 1 and E 0 for the near and far dot, respectively. The Hamiltonian for the qubit can be written aŝ
where the qubit energy asymmetry is ε ≡ E 1 − E 0 , Ω tun is the DQD tunnel-coupling strength, andσ x,z are Pauli matrices in the measurement (charge) basis. The eigenvalues ofĤ qb are ∓Ω/2, where Ω ≡ Ω 2 tun + ε 2 . Associated with each of the qubit charge states is a current through the detector. The average current through the detector is I 1 = eΓ 1 when the nearby dot is occupied, and I 0 = eΓ 0 when the nearby dot is unoccupied. The variation in the detector output that depends on the qubit state is referred to as the detector's response and is denoted ∆I ≡ I 1 − I 0 . We can quantify the strength of the detector response by 0 ≤ |∆I| /I av ≤ 2, where I av ≡ (I 1 + I 0 ) /2. Thus, a weakly responding 9 detector satisfies |∆I| ≪ I av , and a detector with finite, or strong, response satisfies |∆I| ∼ I av . In this paper we consider the limit of a weakly responding QPC, where the QPC shot noise appears as a diffusive, white noise process.
The total Hamiltonian for the system iŝ
where the qubit HamiltonianĤ qb is given by Eq. (1). The free Hamiltonian describing the continua of electron channels (momenta) k and q in the source and drain leads isĤ
whereâ S andâ D are the Fermi field annihilation operators for the source and drain leads, respectively. The tunnelling Hamiltonian
describes tunnelling between the source and drain leads. The probability amplitude for a source electron in channel k to tunnel through the QPC into the drain channel q is T kq . The coupling Hamiltonian
describes the change in the effective QPC tunnelling amplitude from T kq → T kq + χ kq when the nearby dot is occupied. This changes the QPC current from I 0 = e |T | 2 to I 1 = e |T + X | 2 . Here T ∝ T kq and X ∝ χ kq are both proportional to the square-root of the source-drain voltage V d .
12, 63 The occupation number operator of the nearby dot isn = (1 +σ z )/2. Note that the height of the QPC (tunnel-junction) barrier is increased when the nearby dot is occupied, due to electrostatic repulsion, so that I 0 > I 1 .
III. CLASSICAL SYSTEM: OSCILLATOR
An oscillator circuit, or tank circuit, consists of an inductor L, and capacitor C. We treat the oscillator classically. The (angular) frequency for which resonance occurs in such an unloaded tank circuit, ω 0 = 1/ √ LC, is known as the r esonance frequency. Embedding a dissipative component, like a resistor, into the tank circuit provides a source of damping. For our purposes, the QPC provides the damping, so the oscillator damping depends on the qubit state via the qubit-dependent QPC conductance. It therefore makes sense to monitor the damping of the tank circuit in order to ascertain the qubit state. This is achieved by using the tank circuit to terminate a transmission line. Impedance mismatch between the tank circuit and transmission line causes a signal launched towards the tank circuit to be reflected back along the transmission line, where the reflected signal can be observed. 64 See Fig. 2 for our equivalent circuit representing the rf-QPC setup. A recent experiment 28 reports realization of a semiconductor rf-PC (radio-frequency point contact), with two benefits over the SET -lower PC impedance (thus simplifying impedance matching with the transmission line), and easier fabrication. This as yet unoptimized device exhibits a lower charge sensitivity than the rf-SET. In said experiment, the point contact is operating as a simple voltage-controlled resistor rather than a QPC. Another more recent experiment 47 has realized fast charge sensing with a semiconductor rf-QPC.
The AC voltage signal launched towards the tank circuit is referred to as the "carrier".
26 Using a carrier signal frequency equal to the resonance frequency of the unloaded tank circuit allows the detector to be replaced by its (frequency-dependent) dynamic resistance R d . 44, 48 This is a valid first-order approximation since the tank circuit is most sensitive to frequencies within a small bandwidth around the resonance frequency.
Consider the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 . The oscillator circuit consisting of an inductance L and capacitance C terminates the transmission line of impedance Z TL = 50Ω. The voltages (potential drops) across the oscillator components can be written as
where Φ(t) is the flux through the inductor, and Q(t) is the charge on the capacitor. These variables represent conjugate variables that together completely characterize the classical oscillator state. The voltage across the detector, V d (t), is the topic of the following subsection. The current flowing through the detector, I(t), will be discussed in Sec. IV. We define the incoming (relative to the tank circuit) transmission line voltage as the carrier signal V c (t) = V rf in cos(ω 0 t) plus some noise N (t):
The outgoing voltage in the transmission line is denoted V out (t). As in the experiments of Ref. 49 , the detector bias V 0 is added at a bias tee at the end of the transmission line.
A. Detector voltage
In Sec. IV, we will discuss the conditional dynamics of the quantum system undergoing rf-QPC monitoring. Since the QPC tunnelling rates depend on the detector voltage V d (t) (see Ref. 12), we calculate it here.
Using complex phasor notation, the voltage divider rule gives the detector voltage as
since the inductor is a "short-circuit" at dc. The impedances here are Z −1
Here the AC voltage in the transmission line,
Equivalent circuit for continuous monitoring of a charge qubit coupled to a classical LC oscillator with inductance L and capacitance C. We consider the charge-sensitive detector that loads the oscillator circuit to be a QPC (see Fig.  1 for details). Measurement is achieved using reflection with the input voltage, Vin(t), and the output voltage, Vout(t), being separated by a directional coupler. The output voltage is then amplified and mixed with a local oscillator, LO, and then measured.
consists of the incident and reflected AC signal. Here we make an assumption that N (t) comprises predominantly low-frequency noise which will be removed by the rf-QPC, and so we drop it to simplify the analysis. The reflection coefficient, β, is given in terms of the impedance mismatch between tank circuit and transmission line as
That is, the AC signal reflected off the loaded tank circuit is given by βV c (t). Combining these results, the detector voltage can be written as
Here the amplitude gain G and phase-shift φ of the carrier signal when it reaches the QPC are given in terms of the circuit and detector quality factors as
The quality factors of the unloaded tank circuit, detector, and loaded tank circuit are
the tank circuit damping is due primarily to the detector. This limit therefore represents the highest sensitivity for the rf+dc QPC. We find that G ∼ Q T and φ ∼ π/2, so that the voltage across the QPC experiences a negative π/2 phase-shift (cos → sin) after the inductor. This is expected since the voltage across an (ideal) inductor l ags the driving signal by π/2. In this limit the voltage across the QPC is
Here we have defined the dimensionless parameter ǫ in ≡ 2Q T V rf in /V 0 , which satisfies ǫ in ≪ 1 in the rf+dc mode.
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Equation (13) is in agreement with Ref. 48 .
B. Idealized classical dynamics
The two conjugate parameters we use to describe the oscillator state are the flux through the inductor, Φ(t), and the charge on the capacitor, Q(t). The dynamics of the oscillator are found by analyzing the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 using the well-known Kirchhoff circuit laws. Doing this we find that the classical system obeys the following set of coupled differential equationṡ
where I(t) is detector current and we have re-included the input noise N (t). These are the equations of a damped harmonic oscillator driven by both the input voltage and the QPC current (including the shot noise) at frequency ω 0 . The 1/f noise in the input signal and the QPC is filtered out. To see this we start by recasting the problem in terms of the following dimensionless parameters
where α x and α y are implicitly defined above and the subscript ss refers to the steady state. The resulting equations arė
whereĨ(t) = I(t) − I ss . The solution of these coupled equations involves the two time-scales ω −1 0 and γ −1 . In
, we can define a coarsegraining 50 time-scale dt (Roman font d) that is short compared to γ −1 , and long compared to ω −1 0 . On this time-scale we can make the standard rotating wave approximation (RWA), this being terms oscillating at frequencies greater than or equal to ω 0 take their average value (unless they multiply white noise terms, that have non-negligible components at ω 0 ).
Applying the above to Eqs. (16) gives
where the tilde denotes that we are in the frame rotating at ω 0 and we have dropped the effect of the input noise, N (t), as we assume that it is mainly 1/f noise and has negligible spectral weight at ω 0 . The two currentsĨ cos (t) andĨ sin (t) are the two quadratures of the filtered detector currentĨ(t) centered at the frequency ω 0 . That is, they are given bỹ
These components are band-pass-filtered currents over the bandwidth dt −1 and are the quantities to which an idealized observer would have access. To be more specific, the current coming from the QPC is
where J(t) is the quantum signal given by
where the rate κ 0 will be discussed later, and ξ(t) is the QPC shot noise, which we take to be white in the limit of a weakly responding QPC. 9, 10 That is, the QPC shot noise is Gaussian noise with the following correlations
Here E denotes an ensemble average over all possible realizations of ξ(t). In Eq. (19)Ĩ clas (t) is the deterministic classical component of the current (with the steady-state current subtracted -see Appendix A for details). Using Eq. (13) we can write
since ǫ in ≪ 1 (see Sec. III A). Using this, the two quadrature currents becomẽ
where J cos (t) and J sin (t) are the two quadrature components of J(t). They are 
where B sin = e|T 0 |α y √ S sin , and B cos = e|T 0 |α y √ S cos have units of t −1/2 . That is, B 2 sin is the proportionality constant that turns the quantum signal, J(t), into the dimensionless current α yĨ sin , which drives the classical circuit (the same is also true for the cosine quadrature component). Here we have done some post-processing, removing the deterministic parts of V cos out (t) and V sin out (t), and dropping all contributions from N (t) as again we assume that it has negligible spectral weight at ω 0 . By inverting these convolutions, the idealized observer can access both J cos (t) and J sin (t), enabling them to condition the quantum state on these currents. The resulting equation describing the idealized conditional dynamics of the qubit is called a stochastic master equation, or quantum trajectory equation. Note that we can write Eq. (26a) as V cos out (t) = γx(t)/(2α x ) (after some post processing), and similarly for Eq. (26b) in terms ofỹ.
IV. IDEALIZED QUANTUM DYNAMICS
We now consider the idealized case where the stochastic QPC current can be perfectly measured [we have access to both J cos (t) and J sin (t)]. To describe the idealized conditional qubit dynamics, we start with the microscopic model of charge qubit monitoring by a (dc) QPC in Ref. 12 . We make an important modification to the model that is due to the time-dependence of the voltage across the rf-QPC, V d (t) [see Eq. (13)]. It results in time-dependent QPC tunnelling rates. We also make a rotating wave approximation (RWA) to simplify the analysis. The RWA is only possible for a weakly responding QPC. In this paper, as in Ref. 12, we will refer to the limit of weak response as quantum diffusion. This is because in this limit there are many electrons passing through the QPC with each containing only a little information about the qubit state, which under monitoring of the QPC current the evolution of the qubit will slowly wander towards one of theσ z eigenstates rather then a sudden collapse.
and µ is the mean of the ostensible distribution used to derive Eq. (27) (see Appendix A). The linear superoperator,H, in Eq. (27) is defined for arbitrary operatorsĉ byH
It represents the back action effects of the continuous measurement. The time-dependent qubit dephasing rate is Γ d (t) = [κ 0 (t) + κ 1 (t)]/2, where κ 0 (t) and κ 1 (t) represent two types of measurement-induced dephasing in the qubit: κ 0 (t) represents information-limited (Heisenberg) dephasing, 15 which reflects the quantum-mechanical cost of obtaining information about the qubit state; κ 1 (t) represents additional (non-Heisenberg) dephasing by processes that yield no qubit information. We define these dephasing rates by
where θ is the relative phase between the QPC tunnelling amplitudes T and X . Note that if θ = 0 or θ = π, then κ 1 = 0, andĤ J (t) = 0. This is a necessary condition for the QPC to be considered an ideal charge qubit detector operating at the quantum limit.
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From Eq. (13) we can write
since ǫ in ≪ 1 (see Sec. III A). Here the time-dependence has been made explicit, and κ/2 = |X | 2 /2 is the timeindependent dephasing rate for the charge qubit monitored by a dc-QPC (the situation in Ref. 12 ). Substituting κ 0 (t) and κ 1 (t) (with the above approximation for their time dependence) into Eq. (27) and making the RWA gives
where J cos 0 (t) and J sin ω0 (t) are defined in Eqs. (25) . The rotated versions of the Hamiltonians are
To get the linear form of the ideal quantum trajectory we need to rewrite Eq. (32) in terms of the signal that an ideal observer could access, namely J sin (t). This is achieved by expressing J cos 0 (t) and J sin ω0 (t) in terms of both the observed process, J sin (t), plus some other unobserved processes, as done in Ref. 21 . Averaging over the unobserved processes results in the following linear quantum trajectory equation in the RWA:
where we have defined the efficiency η by
and the LiouvillianL is
We now have
where the normalized current is
where dW (t) = ξ(t)dt is a Wiener increment. 54 This is the explicit expression for the quantum signal to which an ideal observer would have direct access. To get the correct statistics, we have made a Girsanov transformation, 55 which results in replacing µ in the above with √ κ σ z . The stochastic Hamiltonian H ′ J (t) in Eq. (36) will also be updated in the same manner (replacing µ with √ κ σ z ). The nonlinear back action superoperator is defined by its action on ρ with an arbitrary operatorĉ by
Equation (37) is the first stochastic master equation presented for continuous measurement of a charge qubit using an rf configuration. It reveals some interesting physics about the rf-QPC operating in the rf+dc mode. First, we note that the qubit dephasing is due only to the dc component of the detector voltage, since κ is a function of V 0 [and is independent of the AC component of V d (t)]. Second, the rf-QPC is a highly inefficient detector when operated in the rf+dc mode since η ∝ ǫ 2 in ≪ 1. Physically, this low detection efficiency arises because the qubit information is extracted relatively slowly by the (small) rf component of the QPC voltage, compared to the qubit dephasing by the (large) dc component. We conjecture that the low measurement efficiency of the rf+dc QPC may in practice be higher than that of the dc-QPC for two reasons: 1/f noise limits the dc-QPC measurement efficiency and also further degrades the efficiency the longer the measurement has to continue.
V. REALISTIC DYNAMICS: REALISTIC QUANTUM TRAJECTORY EQUATION
The previous sections conditioned the qubit evolution and the classical oscillator evolution on idealized measurement results available only to a hypothetical observer. For an experimentalist, it is much more useful to consider how to describe the qubit evolution conditioned on measurement results available in the laboratory. In rf-QPC or rf-SET experiments, the voltage leaving the transmission line is observed using homodyne detection of the amplitude quadrature (x). The phase quadrature (ỹ) can be ignored because it is independent of the qubitinformation-carrying signal, J sin (t) [see Eqs. (17) and (26)].
In simple dyne detection (see schematic in Fig. 2 ), the output signal V out (t) is amplified, and mixed with a local oscillator (LO). The LO for homodyne detection of the amplitude quadrature is V LO (t) ∝ cos (ω 0 t), where the LO frequency is the same as the signal of interest (or very slightly detuned). The resulting low-frequency beats due to mixing the signal with the LO are easily detected.
The signal resulting from the homodyne detection is
where A SN is the ratio of gain squared to noise power which has the dimensions of inverse time. This relates to the dimensionless signal-to-noise ratio for the measurement as SNR = A SN t (t is the measurement duration). Equation (40) shows that white noise is added to the amplified quadrature signal. Here
and the output noise Wiener increment dW out (t) satisfies [dW out (t)] 2 = dt. The addition of this extra noise prevents one from inverting the convolutions in Eqs. (26) to find J sin (t), and so the realistic quantum trajectory approach 22,23 must be employed to condition the qubit evolution on the realistic measurement record V(t).
Our derivation of the realistic quantum trajectory equation describing the conditional evolution of the combined oscillator-qubit state closely follows the standard techniques. 21, 23 The details are included in Appendix B, with the final result being the following superoperator Kushner-Stratonovich (SKS) equation:
where we now considerx to be post-processed (the deterministic part has been removed), and we have defined mx ≡ −γx/2. The true record the realistic observer would measure is
where the observed white noise dW(t) is not the same as dW out (t) [contrast (43) and (40)]. In Eq. (42), the Liouvillian superoperator L contains the Hamiltonian evolution and qubit dephasing (and is defined in Appendix B). The realistic quantum trajectory equation (42) is an important result of this paper. The first line describes the uncoupled, average evolution of the oscillator and the qubit. The second line describes the update of the realistic observer's state of knowledge of the supersystem, conditioned on the realistic homodyne output. The final line contains the effect of the qubit on the circuit. The (reduced) state of the qubit conditioned on the realistic output, ρ V , is found from ρ V (x) by integrating out the circuit variablex. Similarly, the (marginal) state of the circuit can be found by tracing out the qubit.
VI. OSCILLATOR SLAVED TO QUBIT
For sufficiently large damping γ such that the first term in Eq. (17a) dominates the dynamics ofx (but still γ d ≫ γ, so that the RWA remains valid), the oscillator immediately damps to a qubit-dependent state. The circuit is thus said to be slaved to the qubit. This adiabatic elimination of the circuit allows the conditioned qubit dynamics to be once again governed by the stochastic master equation alone. However, a realistic observer has access only to the homodyne output, that involves excess noise above that of J sin . Thus, we find the slaved output to which the realistic observer has access, then use it to condition the qubit state. The slaved value ofx is found by taking γ → ∞ in Eq. (26a). This allows us to make the standard delta-function replacement and write the quadrature output voltage as V cos out (t) = B sin J sin (t)/α x . That is, the quadrature output voltage is directly proportional to the quantum signal an ideal observer would measure. Substituting this into Eq. (40) gives
where J sin (t) is the signal used to condition the qubit state in Eq. (34). Here we see that the output noise degrades the QPC signal, the effect of which is to reduce the efficiency of the detection.
Using the above we can redefine the quantum signal a realistic observer would measure as V sl (t) = J sl (t) √ A SN + 1, where
where
is the efficiency of the realistic rf+dc QPC in the slaved limit. Using this quantum signal, the stochastic master equation in the slaved limit is
where the noise term inL is now in terms of J sl (t). The fact that the efficiency η sl in Eq. (46) is strictly less than unity shows that the rf+dc QPC is incapable of reaching the quantum limit of a purity-preserving detector, even in the slaved limit. This conclusion is expected from the discussion following the idealized stochastic master equation in the RWA, Eq. (37). That is, even without including the circuit in our description of the rf-QPC, Eq. (37) shows that, for ǫ in ≪ 1 (the rf+dc mode), the rf-QPC is a highly inefficient charge qubit detector (that may nonetheless be more efficient than the dc-QPC due to the effects of 1/f noise in the dc case). Note that the theoretical maximum of η sl is the idealized efficiency η, which occurs for infinite signal-to-noise ratio in the amplifier. As a final point, we note that the inclusion of input white noise in the analysis will have the effect of further reducing the rf+dc QPC efficiency (and significantly complicating the analysis).
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VII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this paper we have presented a model for conditional monitoring of a charge qubit using an rf (radiofrequency) configuration. The rf configuration was introduced for the single-electron transistor (SET) in Ref. 26 . It involves embedding the SET in a resonant (oscillator) circuit, and monitoring the resulting damping. This allows operation of the SET at high frequencies, where the 1/f noise prevalent in conventional low-frequency, dc measurements is completely negligible.
We have two main results. We have derived an evolution equation for the conditional state of a charge qubit monitored continuously in time by a detector operated in the rf configuration. To the best of our knowledge, an equation of this type has not previously been derived. This culminates in the stochastic master equation, or quantum trajectory, Eq. (37). Our second main result is the extension of our idealized quantum trajectory (37) to consider conditioning the qubit state on a corrupted (filtered, more noisy) measurement signal available to a realistic observer. Our realistic quantum trajectory 21, 22, 23 equation is Eq. (42).
Our model used the quantum-point contact (QPC) in place of the SET, and also assumed operation of the rf-QPC in the so-called 44 rf+dc mode. In this mode, a small amplitude sinusoid (carrier) at the resonance frequency of the oscillator is superposed on a relatively large bias (dc). Experimentally 44 this is done to maximize the sensitivity of a SET. In this mode we can make a rotating wave approximation (RWA) in the limit of a vanishingly small amplitude sinusoid. We found the rf+dc QPC to be a highly inefficient charge-qubit detector, even ignoring the external circuit. Physically, this is because the small rf amplitude carries the qubit information, while the relatively large dc bias causes most of the measurementinduced qubit dephasing. It is important to note that the low measurement efficiency of the rf+dc QPC may in practice be higher than for the dc-QPC due to the debilitating effects of 1/f noise. Specifically, 1/f noise limits the dc-QPC measurement efficiency, and also further degrades the efficiency the longer the measurement has to continue.
Having realistically modeled continuous-in-time qubit measurement using the rf+dc QPC, the next step is to extend realistic quantum trajectory theory to the pure rf mode (zero bias, larger rf amplitude) for both the QPC and the SET. These are important future tasks, particularly for understanding and designing measurement and feedback control of quantum systems in the solid-statevaluable knowledge for fully harnessing the potential of future quantum technologies such as quantum computers. 
wheren = |1 1| andĤ qb , and the time-dependencies of T (t) and X (t) in our model are defined in Sec. II. This equation can be rewritten as
Here θ = arg(T * X ) is the relative phase between T (t) and X (t). The superoperator H[ĉ] in Eq. (A2) is defined by its action on ρ in Eq. (39) .
In Ref. 12 the current through the QPC is
which in our parameterization is (now with timedependent T and X )
Here we see that this current comprises two parts: a quantum signal, J(t), that depends on the state of the qubit and the noise ξ(t); and a large deterministic classical signal, I clas (t). The quantum and classical signals are
which allows us to write I(t) as
Using the quantum signal we can rewrite the stochastic master equation [Eq. (A2)] as
wherê
Equation (A9) is the normalized quantum trajectory an observer would use to describe their state of knowledge of the qubit if they had access to the quantum signal J(t).
To derive the r ealistic quantum trajectory, we use linear quantum trajectory theory, 8, 29, 57 ,58 so we now recast the above in linear form. The linear quantum trajectory is derived in essentially the same way as Eq. (A1) was done in Ref. 12 , except that one must use an ostensible distribution for J rather then the real signal [Eq. A6]. That is, the possible results Jdt at time t are chosen from a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance dt. Here µ is an arbitrary ostensible parameter, with the only constraint that the ostensible distribution for J must be non-zero when the true distribution is non-zero. We don't go through the calculation in detail, but the final result is equivalent to simply replacing κ 0 (t) σ z with µ in Eq. (A9). That is, the linear quantum trajectory is
where the linear measurement superoperator is
andĤ
Equation (A11) is Eq. (27) .
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE REALISTIC QUANTUM TRAJECTORY EQUATION
In this appendix we derive a realistic quantum trajectory equation for the rf-QPC-monitored charge qubit. The derivation closely follows the derivation presented in Ref. 21 for the conventional QPC. As discussed, we ignore the phase quadrature of the classical oscillator since it reveals no qubit information [see Equations (17) ]. Therefore, we describe the imperfect knowledge of the oscillator by a probability distribution for the amplitude quadrature, P (x).
Stochastic Fokker-Planck equation for the oscillator
For notational simplicity, we express the Langevin equation forx(t), Eq. (17a) (after the deterministic classical part has been removed), as
where we have defined
Equation (B1) describes the evolution ofx(t) for perfect knowledge of J sin (t). A realistic observer will not have direct access to the idealized quadrature current in Eq. (B1), so we find an equation for P (x) (see Refs. 23 and 21 for details of the procedure). The result is the stochastic Fokker-Planck equation:
As expected, we have both deterministic and stochastic drift (∂/∂x) of P (x), as well as the diffusion (∂ 2 /∂x 2 ) associated with the stochastic drift. We next consider conditioning P (x) on the homodyne measurement results.
Zakai equation for the oscillator
Following Ref. 21 , we find the best estimate for P (x) conditioned upon the measurement result V using Bayesian analysis. Denoted P V (x), this estimate is
where the bar indicates an unnormalized distribution. The ostensible distribution Λ(V) is a Gaussian distribution of arbitrary mean λ, and some variance v:
That is, for the Zakai equation we consider the observed output V to be ostensibly Gaussian white noise of mean λ. We simplify the derivation by choosing λ = 0, but note that the choice of ostensible mean (in Λ) in the Zakai equation is arbitrary (subject to the condition that Λ(V) is nonzero when P (V) is nonzero). Inspection of Eq. (40) shows that Px(V) is a Gaussian distribution of mean λx and variance v = 1/dt. That is,
where λx is defined in Eq. (41). The results above combine into Eq. (B4) to give the Zakai equation
This is exactly analogous to the Zakai equations derived for the conventional (dc-mode) QPC in Ref. 21 .
Combined equation for the oscillator
As in Ref. 21 , we choose to condition on measurement results after microscopic processes, so that the combined conditional evolution of the oscillator is given by P (x) + dP V,c (x) = {1 + Vdtλx} [P (x) + dP c (x)] , (B8) where dP c (x) is given by the stochastic Fokker-Planck equation (B3). We find that 
This equation describes the evolution of the oscillator state (via the amplitude quadrature) conditioned on both observed and unobserved processes.
Stochastic equation for the joint qubit-oscillator state
The joint system (supersystem) evolution conditioned by all processes is found by joining the stochastic master equation [Eq. (37) ] and the combined classical evolution [Eq. (B9)]. This step is performed via 21, 23 ρ V,c (x) + dρ V,c (x) = P V,c (x) + dP V,c (x) × [ρ c (t) + dρ c (t)] .
The coupled noise process in dP V,c [Eq. (B9)] and dρ c [Eq. (34) ] is J sin (t). This is the term from which correlations between the circuit and qubit evolution arise in our joint stochastic equation. This equation describes the evolution of the joint quantum-classical state conditioned on the observed process V(t) and the unobserved process J sin (t). To remove the conditioning on the unobserved process, we simply average over it. In our approach, the unobserved process is ostensibly a white noise of zero mean (since we use the linear equation). The result is the following superoperator Zakai equation
where η is defined in Eq. (35) , andL is defined in Eq. (36) . This description of the joint quantum-classical system evolution conditioned on the observed output V(t) does not preserve normalization of the state. This is because ostensible statistics were chosen for V(t). To complete the realistic quantum trajectory derivation, we must next find the true statistics for V(t), and normalize the superoperator Zakai equation.
Superoperator Kushner-Stratonovich equation
Normalization of the superoperator Zakai equation is performed 21 by taking the trace over the qubit and integrating over the oscillator (x):
It is important to note that the resulting equation is not the superoperator Kushner-Stratonovich (SKS) equation because ostensible statistics are still being used for the realistic homodyne output V(t). To find the SKS equation, we must substitute the true expression for Vdt. The true distribution for V is found from the superoperator Zakai equation (B11) by tracing over the qubit and integrating over allx, then multiplying the result by the ostensible distribution Λ(V) [Eq. (B5)]. That is,
where λ x ρ ≡ √ A SN γ x ρ /2B sin [c.f. Eq. (41)], and the average x ρ = xTr [ρ(x)] dx is qubit-dependent (hence the ρ subscript). This means that the true expression for V(t) is
where dW(t) is the white noise Wiener increment a realistic observer would see. The end result is the SKS equation (42) .
